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they bleed German} to death they will die of the same disease
If Germany becomes a stinking corpse there will be no
health or wealth in Europe
Gatieres looked squarely again into the eyes of the man
who had sa\ed his life
'And yet Germany ought to pay for part of the \\ar I
speak as a French officer
I agree, said Gustav Hoffmann \\e are defeated
We must pay the penalties of defeat—to some extent But
not to an extent which will force us into rum and despair
The reparations demanded by the Allies are fantastic and
impossible No such money exists in Germany, or in the
world It cannot be transferred It is a mirage Germany
has already defaulted on the first payments Now there are
rumours that France will occupy the Ruhr to enforce these
payments In that case Germany will be less able to pay
and in that case France will create a new enmity which wdl
be dangerous to herself in after years I speak as a German
I speak as a Jew I speak as a pacifist
Presently he rose from the table and said that he must be
getting back to Dusseldorf, where his wife would be won-
dering why he was late
For a few moments the two men stood talking outside the
restaurant Hoffmann alluded again to his pacifism He
was about to start a paper under the name of Der Friede—
Peace He hoped to link it up with the Youth Movement in
Germany One day, perhaps, he might get in touch with;
French and English youth across the frontiers of hatred
'That is the only hope '
He took off his felt hat so that his bald head shone in the
sunljght His eyes, as Gafcferes had noticed, were kindly
and spiritual
'"This has been a great pleasure to me, he said warmly
"One day, perhaps, you will allow me to write to you *
**! shall always be in your debt,' answered Gatiferes
**And I admire your present work It is worth doing *

